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Abstract. Helical liquids have been experimentally realized in both nanowires and
ultracold atomic chains as the result of strong spin-orbit interactions. In both cases
the inner degrees of freedom can be considered as an additional space dimension,
providing an interpretation of these systems as chiral synthetic ladders, with artificial
magnetic fluxes determined by the spin-orbit terms. In this work, we characterize the
helical state which appears at filling ν = 1/2: this state is generated by a gap arising
in the spin sector of the corresponding Luttinger liquid and it can be interpreted as
the one-dimensional (1D) limit of a fractional quantum Hall state of bosonic pairs
of fermions. We study its main features, focusing on entanglement properties and
correlation functions. The techniques developed here provide a key example for the
study of similar quasi-1D systems beyond the semiclassical approximation commonly
adopted in the description of the Laughlin-like states.
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1. Introduction
The scientific paradigm of topological phases of matter lays its foundation on the
experimental engineering of solid state devices ranging from topological insulators and
superconductors [1] to fractional quantum Hall setups [2]. In the last years, however,
the striding evolution of this field is progressively investing a variegated plethora of
other platforms and, among them, ultracold atoms trapped in optical lattices [3] offered
an unprecedented scenario for the direct implementations of toy-models, such as the
Hofstadter [4, 5, 6] or Haldane [7] models, which play a key role in our understanding
of the topological phenomena in condensed matter physics.
One of the most appealing developments in this field is based on the idea of
synthetic dimensions [8]: the inner degrees of freedom of the trapped atoms can represent
an additional physical dimension and, in this scenario, the introduction of a laser-
induced spin-orbit coupling is translated into large magnetic fluxes in the synthetic
lattice [9]. This idea has been exploited to create synthetic ladders of fermions [10, 11]
and bosons [12] which, due to the artificial magnetic fluxes, display features consistent
with the presence of gapless helical modes which are interpreted as the 1D limit of
the chiral edge modes of a two-dimensional integer quantum Hall state. These gapless
ladders can thus be considered an additional tool to investigate the quantum Hall regime,
complementing the well-known thin-torus limit of gapped 2D states [13].
The possibility of introducing and tuning interactions in such ultracold atom
systems opens the way to the study of the 1D counterpart of the most common fractional
quantum Hall (FQH) states. Based on the theory developed for the engineering of FQH
states in nanowire arrays [14, 15], it was showed that some of the gapless modes of
these synthetic ladders can indeed be gapped when the ratio between the artificial
magnetic flux per plaquette and the Fermi momentum of the system approaches simple
resonant values [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22]. These resonant values correspond to the filling
fractions ν of the most common quantum Hall states: a semiclassical analysis based on
bosonization [14, 15, 23] reveals, for example, that Laughlin-like states appear at the
expected values ν = 1/2 and ν = 1/3 for bosons and fermions respectively [20]. On the
ladder geometry, the main observable to witness the appearance of such states is the
chiral current [24]: as a function of either the magnetic flux or the Fermi momentum, the
chiral current displays two typical cusps which are spaced out by a linear regime crossing
zero exactly at the resonance. These cusps testify the commensurate-incommensurate
transitions which determine the rise of the Laughlin-like 1D states [20].
Besides these well-understood cases, the study of the topological adiabatic pumping
in synthetic fermionic cylinders [19] suggests that other resonant states appear at
different filling fractions. The main example emerges at ν = 1/2. Such state is
qualitatively different from the Laughlin-like states: despite presenting some similarities
in its observables (as in the case of the chiral current, see Figs. 1-2), it cannot be trivially
explained in terms of a semiclassical approximation and its characterization is, so far,
unknown.
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In this paper we examine in detail this resonant state at filling ν = 1/2 in a fermionic
ladder. The analysis of its observables on one side, and the renormalization group study
of its field theoretical description on the other, suggest that this state is the 1D limit
of a strongly paired state: in this regime fermions bind pairwise into effective bosons
which arrange themselves in a bosonic Laughlin state at filling ν ′ = 1/8, since there are
half as many particles each carrying twice the charge [25]. This state is often referred
to as the K = 8 state [26] and corresponds to a strong-paired phase in spinless p-wave
superconductors [27].
2. The model
Our analysis is based on the tight-binding description of a two-component fermionic
chain, characterized by a spin-orbit coupling with amplitude φ, which can be interpreted
as a magnetic flux in the synthetic-dimension picture. The single-particle Hamiltonian
reads:
Hsp =
∑
r
−t
(
a†r e
iφσz
2 ar+1 + H.c.
)
+ Ω a†r σx ar, (1)
where a, a† are two-component fermionic spinors and Ω is the rung tunneling, typically
induced through optical tools [10, 11]. We consider N fermions in a chain of length L,
such that, in the limit Ω→ 0, the Fermi momentum is set to kF = piρ0/2 with average
density ρ0 = N/L.
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Figure 1. (a): model Hamiltonian, arrows sketch hopping terms and colored boxes
impicture interactions. (b): dispersion relation of the non-nteracting Hamiltonian. For
generic densities ρ0, there are four linearly dispersing gapless modes, which correspond
to the bosonized fields. The transverse hopping Ω opens a (non-interacting) gap for
two of them around the integer resonance ν = 1. (c): chiral current with typical cusp
signature and linear regime inside the ν = 1 gap. (d) to (f): sketches of the current
flowing in the synthetic dimension inside the non-interacting gap. For lower densities,
around ν = 1/2, the interaction terms OL,R2,±1 of Eq. (A.8) can gap out the two internal
modes by making the term h cos
(
2
√
2θS
)
in Eq. (5) relevant, as discussed in the text.
This is reflected in a resonant feature in the chiral current, as shown in detail in Fig. 2.
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We model the repulsion among the atoms with a combination of on-site and nearest-
neighbor terms:
HUV =
∑
r
Unr(nr − 1)/2 + V nrnr+1 (2)
where nr = a
†
r,↑ar,↑ + a
†
r,↓ar,↓ is the local density, and this interaction is invariant under
spin-rotations, as expected in the experiments with 173Yb atoms, where the two spin
species represent different hyperfine states [28]. We observe, however, that the SU(2)
spin symmetry is broken by the Ω term in Eq. (1). We will exploit extensive DMRG
calculations [29, 30] based on the MPS ansatz [31, 32] to tackle the strongly interacting
regime, i.e., U and V comparable with the bandwidth of the system.
We focus on the regime Ω  |2t tan(φ/2) sin(φ/2)|, such that for low densities ρ0
there are four gapless modes with momenta roughly ±φ/2±kF [14, 33]. This allows us to
describe the system through a bosonized approach [34, 35] in terms of two pairs of dual
bosonic fields ϕa, θa, with a = C, S for charge and spin, respectively. The local density
can be approximated by nr ≈ ρ0 +
√
2 ∂xθC/pi and the chiral current by jc ∝ ∂xϕS. The
most relevant contributions of the Hamiltonian read:
H = H0 + g
∫
dx
∑
pC>0
pC−1∑
pS=−pC+1
[OL,RpC,pS +OR,LpC,pS] (3)
where H0 is the Luttinger liquid Hamiltonian for the four gapless modes, the constraints
on pC, pS are due to the fermionic nature of the constituents, and the operators O appear
from the mixing term in Eq. (1) (g ∝ Ω):
OL,RpC,pS ∝ e−i[(φ−2pCkF)x+
√
2(ϕS−pCθC−pSθS)] + H.c. , (4)
with OL,RpC,pS = OR,L−pC,−pS(see Appendix A). The scaling dimension of such operators is
Dg = (K
−1
S +p
2
SKS+p
2
CKC)/2, in terms of the Luttinger parameters KC,S. However, they
are characterized by a fast oscillating behavior in x and are thus irrelevant, unless the
special resonances φ = ±2pCkF are met. Such resonances can be related to the quantum
Hall states at filling ν = 2kF/φ = 1/pC, which indeed measures the ratio between the
number of particles N and flux quanta Nφ = Lφ/2pi in the ladder [14, 15, 24, 20].
Without loss of generality, we deal henceforth with φ > 0 and OL,RpC,pS operators only.
When pS = 0 (hence pC is odd), as in most of the existing literature, the mechanism
at the resonance is well understood. OL,RpC,0 might become relevant, and thus pin
the combination of fields ϕS − pCθC to its semiclassical minima. This opens a gap
between two of the four gapless modes through a commensurate-incommensurate phase
transition. The main effect of this gap can be seen by observing a typical double-
cusp pattern of the chiral current jc for small variations of φ (or kF) around the
resonance [24, 20] (see Fig. 1). No interaction is needed to trigger the relevance of
OL,R1,0 at the integer filling ν = 1, which indeed corresponds to a gap opening at k = 0
in the single particle spectrum due to the Ω term only. Instead, next-nearest-neighbor
repulsions are needed to reduce the scaling dimension of OL,R3,0 below 2, thus originating
a Laughlin-like ν = 1/3 state [24, 20].
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Figure 2. (a): The chiral current jc is illustrated in the vicinity of ν = 1/2 for system
sizes L/N = 72/32 (square), 110/50 (triangle) and 156/72 (disk) at Ω/t = 0.02 and
U = V = 4t. The adopted MPS bond dimension is 400. The bottom row shows the
chiral current for different values of V at U = 4 at L/N = 156/72. (b): V = 1, (c):
V = 2, (d): V = 3, (e): V = 4, (f): V = 5. We decided to focus on U = V = 4
where the sign inversion is the most evident. For discussions of the finite-size scaling
at ν = 1/2 and related errors see Appendix F and Appendix G.
The system is instead more complicated when pS 6= 0 (and pC is even): here we focus
on the ν = 1/2 resonance, illustrated by the chiral current plot in Fig. 2. Similarly to the
Laughlin-like states, the chiral current jc displays a sign inversion across ν = 1/2. This
is compatible with the appearance of a helical Luttinger state, with counterpropagating
gapless modes. The linear behavior of jc as a function of φ−4kF cannot be easily proved,
but we qualitatively derive it in Appendix D, see Eq. (D.14). For ν = 1/2, indeed, two
operators OL,R2,±1 with the same scaling dimension loose their fast oscillating behavior.
They can be written as eiΦ2,±1 , with Φ2,±1 ≡
√
2(−ϕS + 2θC ± θS), making it apparent
that Φ2,±1 do not commute with each other; this hinders the previous semiclassical
approximation. Therefore, we performed the analysis of the renormalization group
(RG) flow at second order in the coupling g (see Appendix B). Such calculation
follows the RG techniques developed for the study of pair-hopping terms in electronic
ladders [36, 37, 35]. The main result is the emergence of a new term proportional to
ei(Φ2,+1−Φ2,−1) + H.c. = cos
(
2
√
2θS
)
, which acts in the spin sector only and corresponds
to a double backscattering of a pair of spin up and spin down particles (see Fig. 1 for a
pictorial illustration).
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3. Renormalization group analysis
The resulting effective Hamiltonian is:
H =
1
2pi
∑
a=S,C
∫
dx vaKa (∂xϕa)
2 +
va
Ka
(∂xθa)
2 +
+
∫
dx g
(
OL,R2,+1 +OL,R2,−1
)
+
∫
dxh cos
(
2
√
2θS
)
, (5)
where we neglected weak terms in the kinetic part which mix spin and charge sectors.
The resulting RG equations in the flow parameter l are (B.36):
∂lg = g(2−Dg) , (6)
∂lh = h (2− 2KS) + 4γ g2(Dg −KS) , (7)
∂lKS ∝ g2Dg(1−K2S)− h2K3S , (8)
where Dg = (K
−1
S + KS)/2 + 2KC and γ is a positive non-universal constant. Suitable
initial conditions are: g(l = 0) ∝ Ω, h(l = 0) = U
2pi2
+ V
pi2
cos 2kF and KS(l = 0) ≥ 1,
due to repulsive interactions. In usual spin ladders, where the O are rapidly oscillating
and the g2 correction to Eq. (B.37) is totally negligible, h is marginal or irrelevant
and is therefore often neglected from the analysis [34, 35]. At resonance, however,
the presence of the non-oscillating higher harmonics OL,R2,±1 generates such a correction,
which is positive in the most realistic ranges of the Luttinger parameters (e.g., for
weak repulsive interactions, KC . 1 and KS & 1). This may change the sign of the
initial derivative ∂lh from negative to positive, making the term h relevant. Its RG
limit depends on the competition between the scaling dimension of the O operators in
Eq. (B.36) and the coefficient of the g2 term in Eq. (B.37).
For onsite interaction only, 1/2 ≤ KC ≤ 1 and Eq. (B.36) predicts a suppression of
g too rapid to obtain a relevant h. If we instead introduce repulsive interaction W to
next-nearest-neighbor sites, KC easily reaches such low values that the coefficient of g
2 in
Eq. (B.37) does not get large enough to enhance h either. Both results are confirmed by
our numerical investigations, where the chiral current signature of the ν = 1/2 resonance
indeed disappears for V  U and for W ' V . If V . U and W = 0, instead, the RG
function (B.37) becomes positive, making h relevant. In this case KS decreases in the
renormalization flow (B.40); if KS reaches values smaller than 1, h grows faster than g.
This determines the opening of a gap in the spin sector of the model (see Sec. Appendix
B) originating the resonant state at ν = 1/2.
As known from the study of the perturbations of the Moore and Read state [15],
the h coupling can drive the system in a FQH state corresponding to a strongly-paired
regime where pairs of fermions merge in bosonic charge 2 objects, which then arrange in a
Laughlin ν ′ = 1/8 state. This state is known as the K = 8 state [25, 26], described often
in the context of fully polarized ν = 1/2 states. Similarly to the Laughlin-like resonances,
also at ν = 1/2 the ladder system mimics the physics of the gapless edge modes in its
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two-dimensional K = 8 counterpart. On the qualitative level, its pairing mechanism can
be understood by rewriting the spin sector of the model as a function of two massive
Majorana modes, whereas the charge sector remains gapless and gives rise to helical
modes. The massive Majorana modes imply that the many-body wavefunction acquires
a prefactor proportional to Pf(sign(xi − xj)e−mh|xi−xj |), where mh is the amplitude of
the gap determined by h. Such prefactor decays exponentially unless the atoms are
arranged in close pairs (see Sec. Appendix E). In the following we describe the main
properties and correlations which define the appearance of this strongly-paired state at
the ν = 1/2 resonance.
4. The entanglement properties
To highlight the appearance of energy gaps, we bipartition the system into segments
of lengths ` and L − `, and examine the entanglement spectrum and the associated
von Neumann entropy S`, which are readily accessible in MPS simulations [31]. The
entanglement spectrum presents evident discontinuities when driving the system inside
and outside the resonances: its gaps change positions around Nφ = N/2 (thus ν = 1)
and for Nφ = N (ν = 1/2) and different degeneracy patterns appear in these resonances
(see Fig. F2). Our system is gapless for any value of φ, but the number of helical pairs
of gapless modes changes from c = 2 to c = 1 inside the resonant states. This leaves
a signature in the entanglement entropy, according, as a first approximation, to the
Calabrese and Cardy formula [38], SCFT` = c/6 ln [L/pi sin (pi`/L)] + S0. For ν = 1, the
discontinuity of the central charge c from 2 to 1 can be clearly seen close to ν = 1
[20] (Fig. 3a). In the case of the ν = 1/2 resonance, instead, we observe only a small
downward cusp: we attribute this to the gap mh assuming a small value, which in turn
determines a correlation length of the gapped sector comparable to the system sizes
we were able to investigate (up to L ' 150). An optimization of mh goes beyond the
scopes of the present work, but we observe that additional investigations are possible
based on algorithms directly tackling the thermodynamic limit [40, 39]. We identify a
further indication of a gap opening for φ = 4kF by looking at the corrections induced
by open boundary conditions on top of SCFT` For spinless fermions it is known [41]
that the entropy S` exhibits algebraically decaying oscillations with a frequency 2kF. In
our model, we observe an additional peak in the frequency spectrum at 4kF (Fig. 3b),
which is suggestive of pairing correlations between the two species [42]. Noticeably,
the oscillations with 2kF disappear at ν = 1 and are strongly suppressed at ν = 1/2
(Fig. 3c), thus reenforcing our interpretation of the latter (further detail of our numerical
procedures are presented in Appendix G and Fig. G2).
5. The correlations
In order to verify that the two helical modes gapping out at ν = 1/2 are indeed the
ones in the spin sector, as in our RG analysis, we examine and compare the following
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Figure 3. (a) For L/N = 110/50 (red), 156/72 (green) at Ω/t = 0.02 and
U/t = V/t = 4, we find a stable ν = 1/2 cusp in the central charges surrounded
by a flat region. The other cusp at intermediate fillings is instead a finite-size effect,
possibly merging into the ν = 1 resonance for L → ∞. (b) The Fourier spectrum sω
of the oscillations SOBC` = S` − SCFT` reveals two peaks at 2kF and 4kF; we show the
values ν = 18/23 (gray triangle), 1/2 (gray square) and 1 (black disk). (c) The 2kF
oscillation vanishes for ν = 1 and is strongly suppressed at ν = 1/2 for the systems
of Fig. 2, consistently with the appearance of gaps. For figures of the entanglement
entropy, see Fig. G2.
correlation functions:
Cs(r) ≡
〈
a†↑,r0a↓,r0a↑,r0+ra
†
↓,r0+r
〉
c
, (9)
Cp(r) ≡
〈
a†↑,r0a
†
↓,r0a↓,r0+ra↑,r0+r
〉
c
, (10)
where we considered connected two-point correlations averaged over the initial site r0.
1 3/2 21/ν
1.3
1.4
1.5
λ s
(a)
1 3/2 21/ν1.6
1.8
2
2.2
λ p
(b)
Figure 4. Exponents of the algebraic decay λs (a) and λp (b) of Cs and Cp for the
setups of Fig. 2. (a) Around ν = 1, λs decreases as a function of L. At ν = 1/2,
instead, it displays an increasing cusp, hinting at an exponential decay. (b) At ν = 1,
λp is strongly enhanced, whereas no feature emerges at other fillings: the tiny cusp
at ν = 1/2 is an order of magnitude smaller than the one in λs, consistently with a
weaker algebraic decay (see Eq. E.4).
Cs must decay exponentially within the 1/2 resonance, and algebraically outside it:
its decay is much slower at ν = 1, due to the ordering along σx (Eq. (E.4)); conversely,
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Cp must decay exponentially at the integer resonance, and algebraically everywhere else,
with no distinctive feature at ν = 1/2 (Eq. (E.6)). Due to finite-size limitations, we
resort to power-law fits |Cs/p| ∝ r−λs/p for these correlations: In Fig. 4a, we observe that
λs decreases with the system size away from ν = 1/2, i.e., it converges to a true power
law in the thermodynamic limit, while it slightly increases with L when ν = 1/2, hinting
at a tiny gap opening. In Fig. 4b, instead, we clearly see λp strongly enhanced inside
the ν = 1 resonance, whereas it remains almost flat and featureless outside it. The
ensemble of signatures is therefore consistent with our RG framework and wavefunction
Ansatz.
6. Conclusions
The study of fermionic FQH state with even denominators has always been more
challenging than the odd denominator cases. Here we analyzed the resonant state
at ν = 1/2 in a spin 1/2 fermionic chain. With a RG analysis and extensive MPS
calculations, we brought compelling evidence that this state is related to the 1D limit
of the K = 8 FQH state [25, 26] and it is generated by a gap in the spin sector of the
model. The RG technique we adopted constitutes a first step towards the analysis of
these effective ladders beyond the semiclassical approximation and can be extended to
the bosonic case at filling ν = 1.
Our results are relevant for both ultracold atom ladders in a synthetic dimension [9,
10, 11, 12] and nanowires with strong spin-orbit coupling [43, 23, 44]. In the first case
the required interactions may be achieved by exploiting dipolar atoms, like Dy, or orbital
Feshbach resonances, in the second case electron-electron interactions play a relevant
role in the experimental results [44] and our tight-binding model can describe their
interplay with the Zeeman splitting Ω.
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Appendix A. Conventions for the bosonization of the single-particle
Hamiltonian
We begin by fixing the notation for the bosonization of the single-particle Hamiltonian,
starting from the case Ω = 0 where the Fermi momenta read σz
φ
2
± kF, with kF =
piN/(2L). We introduce dual bosonic massless field ϕ and θ such that:
[θσ′(x
′), ϕσ(x)] = ipiδσσ′Θ (x′ − x) (A.1)
where σ refers to the eigenvalues of σz, and Θ is the Heaviside step function.
Based on these bosonic fields, we can now define fermionic operators which
correspond to the harmonics entering in the definition of the fermionic creation and
annihilation operators of fermions in the presence of non-linearities of the spectrum.
Such operators are:
ψ(L,p)σ (x) =
1√
2pi
exp
[
i
((
σ
φ
2
− pkF
)
x
)
− ipθσ(x) + iϕσ(x)
]
, (A.2)
ψ(R,p)σ (x) =
1√
2pi
exp
[
i
((
σ
φ
2
+ pkF
)
x
)
+ ipθσ(x) + iϕσ(x)
]
, (A.3)
with p a positive odd integer. Based on these vertex operators, the fermionic operators
reads:
aσ(x) = κσ
[∑
p odd
ψ(L,p)σ (x) +
∑
p odd
ψ(R,p)σ (x)
]
(A.4)
where κσ are anticommuting Klein factors.
From these definitions, ρσ = ∂xθσ/pi describes the local density of spin σ particles
close to the Fermi surface and the spin flip operator becomes:
Ωa†↑(x)a↓(x) + H.c. = κ↑κ↓
∑
p,p′
c,c′=L,R
Ψ
(c,p)†
↑ Ψ
(c′,p′)
↓ + H.c. (A.5)
In particular we obtain the following terms:
OL,Lp,p′ ≡ Ψ(L,p)†↑ Ψ(L,p
′)
↓ + H.c.
→ κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−φx+ (p− p′)kFx− ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ + pθ↑ − p′θ↓)] + H.c. (A.6)
OR,Rp,p′ ≡ Ψ(R,p)†↑ Ψ(R,p
′)
↓ + H.c.
→ κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−φx− (p− p′)kFx− ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ − pθ↑ + p′θ↓)] + H.c. (A.7)
OL,Rp,p′ ≡ Ψ(L,p)†↑ Ψ(R,p
′)
↓ + H.c.
→ κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−φx+ (p+ p′)kFx− ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ + pθ↑ + p′θ↓)] + H.c. (A.8)
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OR,Lp,p′ ≡ Ψ(R,p)†↑ Ψ(L,p
′)
↓ + H.c.
→ κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−φx− (p+ p′)kFx− ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ − pθ↑ − p′θ↓)] + H.c. . (A.9)
Let us define the charge C and spin S fields as:
ϕS/C =
ϕ↑ ∓ ϕ↓√
2
, θS/C =
θ↑ ∓ θ↓√
2
. (A.10)
This formulation is useful to evaluate the scaling dimensions of the previous objects. In
particular we can introduce the usual Luttinger parameters KC and KS such that the
free part of the Hamiltonian reads:
H =
1
2pi
∑
a=S,C
∫
dx vaKa (∂xϕa)
2 +
va
Ka
(∂xθa)
2 . (A.11)
and we define:
pS/C =
p∓ p′
2
, (A.12)
such that pC > 0 and pS = −pC + 1, . . . , pC − 1. The previous O operators can be
rewritten in terms of the coefficients pS and pC as shown in the main text for OL,R. We
obtain:
OL,RpC,pS = OR,L−pC,−pS = OL,L−pS,pC = OR,RpS,−pC . (A.13)
All the terms with a fast oscillating part in x must be considered as irrelevant in the
renormalization group sense. This explains the behavior of the non-interacting system
which can be deduced for p = p′ = 1. In this case the spin flip terms (A.6) and (A.7)
will disappear due to the fast oscillating term in φx if φ 6= 0. The terms (A.8) and
(A.9) loose their fast oscillating behavior at the resonances φ = ±2kF respectively. This
explains the fact that the Zeeman term gaps two of the four gapless modes when the
chemical potential is tuned at µ = 2 cos(φ/2). In this way the system remains with
two gapless helical modes and, interpreting the spin as a synthetic dimension, we can
consider the resonance φ = ±2kF as a one-dimensional limit of the integer quantum
Hall state at filling ν = 1. In particular we define the filling as:
ν =
1
pC
=
2kF
φ
=
piN
φL
, (A.14)
which corresponds to the ratio between number of particles and magnetic fluxes as in
the usual quantum Hall setups. We also observe that there exist a special point at φ = pi
where, for the non-interacting case p = p′ = 1 both (A.8) and (A.9) become relevant at
N = L. This point has been extensively studied in [16].
Let us mention that, for φ = 2kF, not only OL,RpC=1,pS=0 looses its fast oscillating
dependence, but, in general, all the operators OL,LpC≥2,pS=1 and OR,RpC≥2,pS=−1. Due to
the coefficients of the bosonic fields, though, these additional operators are less relevant
because of the higher scaling dimension. This is a common feature: at a given resonance
with filling ν, the resonant operators OL,RpC,pS or OR,LpC,pS will be more relevant than the
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resonant operators OL,Lp′C,p′S=pC and O
R,R
p′C,p
′
S=pC
, because, in general p′C > p
′
S = pC > |pS|
and the scaling dimension of the operators O reads:
OL,RpC,pS , OR,LpC,pS → Dg =
1
2
[
1
KS
+ p2SKS + p
2
CKC
]
, (A.15)
OL,Lp′C,p′S , O
R,R
p′C,p
′
S
→ D′g =
1
2
[
1
KS
+ p′2CKS + p
′2
SKC
]
. (A.16)
Appendix B. The renormalization group equations at the ν = 1/2 resonance
Our scope is to characterize the ground state of the system in proximity of the φ = ±4kF
resonances. First we observe that the nature of these resonances do not depend on the
sign of φ. The Hamiltonian is indeed invariant by the simultaneous transformation
φ→ −φ and ↑ ↔ ↓. Therefore we simply discuss the case with φ = 2kF.
As observed in the main text, at this resonance there are two competing operators
which are generated by the Zeeman term and loose their fast oscillating dependence:
OL,RpC=2,pS=+1 = κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ + θ↑ + 3θ↓)] + H.c. (B.1)
OL,RpC=2,pS=−1 = κ↑κ↓ exp [i (−ϕ↑ + ϕ↓ + 3θ↑ + θ↓)] + H.c. . (B.2)
When the time-reversal symmetry is preserved by the interaction, these operators share
the same amplitude and scaling dimension. As in the general case, also other terms will
loose their fast oscillating behavior at this resonance, the most relevant being OL,L3,+2 and
OR,R3,−2. OL,R2,−1 and OL,R2,+1, however, are the most relevant and we will neglect the others
in our analysis.
The main property of this resonance, characterized by an even denominator, is
that the operators (B.1) and (B.2) do not commute with each other and they share the
same scaling dimension and amplitude. Therefore it is not a priori clear what is the
mechanism that is able to open a gap in a pair or gapless modes and a more refined
renormalization group analysis is needed.
Let us consider the following interaction as a perturbation of the free bosonic
Hamiltonian:
HI = g
∫
dx
(
OL,R2,+1 +OL,R2,−1
)
= −2giκ↑κ↓
∫
dx sin (ϕ↓ − ϕ↑ + 2θ↑ + 2θ↓) sin (θ↑ − θ↓)
(B.3)
Here the combination of fields inside the sines in the last term do not commute as
well and, also in this formulation, it is hard to understand what is the mechanism
determining a gap. The sine contributions take into account on one side the Campbell-
Baker-Hausdorff formula and, on the other, the signs determined by the Klein factors.
A similar situation has already been analyzed in works related to the interactions
in fermionic ladder systems. In particular HI appears as a higher harmonic term of the
tunneling interactions considered in [36] and [37], whose renormalization analysis bring
to the appearance of pair-tunneling terms in the Hamiltonian.
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In the following we will examine the interaction HI under the light of the Wilsonian
renormalization method and we will determine the most relevant operators generated
in the scaling flow of (B.3). We will follow the renormalization techniques described in
[35].
To this purpose let us introduce the following notation for the interaction:
HI = gκ↑κ↓
∫
dx
∑
µ,ν=±1
µeiµΦ2,−1 + νeiνΦ2,+1 , (B.4)
where the fields Φ2,±1 are defined in the main text and the signs of the vertex operators
in (B.4) account for the Klein factors.
The action (in Euclidean space) of the system can be written as:
S =
1
2pi
∫
d2x
[∑
a
Ka
va
(∂tϕa)
2 +Kava(∂xϕa)
2
]
+gκ↑κ↓
∫
d2x
∑
µ,ν=±1
µeiµΦ2,−1 +νeiνΦ2,+1 ,
(B.5)
where the first term constitutes the free bosonic action S0 and the second will be a
perturbation SI .
The idea behind the Wilsonian renormalization group is to consider a cutoff in
momentum Λ and a small scale parameter l such that we can rescale the cutoff to
a smaller value Λ′ = Λe−l corresponding to Λ′/Λ ≈ 1 − dl. Following the standard
approach we can split the field ϕ and its dual θ into a “slow” and a “fast” component.
The first includes all the momenta smaller than Λ′, the second the momenta included
in the shell Λ′ < k < Λ:
ϕa(x, t) = ϕs,a(x, t) + ϕf,a(x, t) , θa(x, t) = θs,a(x, t) + θf,a(x, t) . (B.6)
Analogously also the operators Φ will be decomposed in Φs + Φf . To understand the
renormalization flow, we must derive an effective action for the slow modes only, by
averaging over the fast modes. One obtains:
Seff(Λ
′) = S0(ϕs)− ln
〈
e−SI(ϕs+ϕf)
〉
f
≈ S0(ϕs) + 〈SI(ϕs + ϕf)〉f︸ ︷︷ ︸
A
−1
2
〈S2I (ϕs + ϕf)〉f︸ ︷︷ ︸
B
−〈SI(ϕs + ϕf)〉2f︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
+ . . . (B.7)
In this expression, the average values are taken integrating over the fast modes. In the
following we will evaluate the values of A and B to obtain Seff . It is useful to consider
the following relations:
〈
ei
∑
j ajϕf(xj)+i
∑
k bkθf(xk)
〉
f
= exp
[
−
∑
j a
2
j
2
〈
ϕ2f
〉
f
−
∑
k b
2
k
2
〈
θ2f
〉
f
−
∑
j<j′
ajaj′ 〈ϕf(xj)ϕf(xj′)〉f −
∑
k<k′
bkbk′ 〈θf(xk)θf(xk′)〉f
]
, (B.8)
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where the scaling of the correlation functions is given by:
〈
ϕ2f (x)
〉
f
=
∫
Λ′<k<Λ
d2k
4pi
1
Kk2
=
∫ Λ
Λ′
dk
2
1
Kk
=
1
2K
ln
Λ
Λ′
, (B.9)
〈ϕf(x, t)ϕf(x′, t′)〉f =
∫ Λ
Λ′
dk
2
1
Kk
eikr ≈ C(r)
2K
ln
Λ
Λ′
(B.10)
where the logarithm captures the scaling behavior, and C(r) is a short-range function of
r =
√
(t− t′)2 + (x− x′)2 (to be more precise, in this case a sharp cutoff, C is not really
short-ranged, but it can be made short-ranged with better cutoffs [46]). Analogously
we have: 〈
θ2f (x)
〉
f
=
K
2
ln
Λ
Λ′
, 〈θf(x, t)θf(x′, t′)〉f ≈
C(r)K
2
ln
Λ
Λ′
. (B.11)
Let us now calculate the first-order term A:
A = gκ↑κ↓
∑
µ,ν=±1
∫
d2x
〈
µeiµΦ2,−1
〉
f
+
〈
νeiνΦ2,+1
〉
f
=
= gκ↑κ↓
∑
µ,ν=±1
∫
d2xµeiµΦ2,−1,s
〈
eiµΦ2,−1,f
〉
f
+ νeiνΦ2,+1,s
〈
eiνΦ2,+1,f
〉
f
=
= gκ↑κ↓
(
Λ
Λ′
)−(2KC+KS2 + 12KS ) ∑
µ,ν=±1
∫
d2xµeiµΦ2,−1,s + νeiνΦ2,+1,s (B.12)
where we used the previous expressions for the correlations of the vertex operators and
one has to separately consider the two spin species. The scaling dimension Dg appears
in the scaling of the cutoff factor. We complete the renormalization with a final rescaling
of the space coordinates, d2x = d2x′(1 + 2dl); we obtain:
A ≈ (1 + 2dl −Dgdl)SI(ϕs) , (B.13)
which provides the renormalization at first order of the interaction. As expected from
the scaling argument we obtain:
dg
dl
= g [2−Dg] . (B.14)
It is now easy to write also the operator A2:
A2 = −g2 (1 + 4dl − 2Dgdl)
∑
µ1,µ2,ν1,ν2=±1
∫
d2x′1d
2x′2
(
µ1e
iµ1Φ2,−1,s(x′1) + ν1e
iν1Φ2,+1,s(x′1)
)
·(
µ2e
iµ2Φ2,−1,s(x′2) + ν2e
iν2Φ2,+1,s(x′2)
)
, (B.15)
here the Klein factors have been squared away, leaving a minus sign due to
anticommutation. To complete the second order description of Seff we now calculate
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the term B in (B.7):
B = −g2
∑
µ1,µ2,ν1,ν2=±1
∫
d2x1d
2x2
〈(
µ1e
iµ1Φ2,−1(x1) + ν1e
iν1Φ2,+1(x1)
)
(
µ2e
iµ2Φ2,−1(x2) + ν2e
iν2Φ2,+1(x2)
)〉
f
(B.16)
B = −g2
∑
µ1,µ2,ν1,ν2=±1
∫
d2x1d
2x2
[
− µ1µ2eiµ1Φ2,−1,s(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,s(x2)
〈
eiµ1Φ2,−1,f(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,f(x2)
〉
f
+
(B.17)
− ν1ν2eiν1Φ2,+1,s(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,s(x2)
〈
eiν1Φ2,+1,f(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,f(x2)
〉
f
+
(B.18)
− µ1ν2eiµ1Φ2,−1,s(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,s(x2)
〈
eiµ1Φ2,−1,f(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,f(x2)
〉
f
+
(B.19)
− ν1µ2eiν1Φ2,+1,s(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,s(x2)
〈
eiν1Φ2,+1,f(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,f(x2)
〉
f
]
.
(B.20)
Here the signs are determined by the commutation relations of the κ operators and by
the Campbell-Baker-Hausdorff formula. We now apply (B.8) and the definition of the
correlation functions of the bosonic fields to evaluate the scaling of the average values
appearing in (B.17-B.20). We obtain:
〈
eiµ1Φ2,−1,f(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,f(x2)
〉
f
=
(
Λ
Λ′
)−2Dg ( Λ
Λ′
)−C(x1−x2)µ1µ22Dg
, (B.21)
〈
eiν1Φ2,+1,f(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,f(x2)
〉
f
=
(
Λ
Λ′
)−2Dg ( Λ
Λ′
)−C(x1−x2)ν1ν22Dg
, (B.22)
〈
eiµ1Φ2,−1,f(x1)+iν2Φ2,+1,f(x2)
〉
f
=
(
Λ
Λ′
)−2Dg ( Λ
Λ′
)−C(x1−x2)µ1ν2(4KC−KS+ 1KS )
, (B.23)
〈
eiν1Φ2,+1,f(x1)+iµ2Φ2,−1,f(x2)
〉
f
=
(
Λ
Λ′
)−2Dg ( Λ
Λ′
)−C(x1−x2)ν1µ2(4KC−KS+ 1KS )
. (B.24)
In these equations C(x1 − x2) is a non-universal function appearing from the two-point
correlation functions which depends on the kind of cutoff but can be considered short-
ranged (see [35, 46] for a more detailed discussion). Rewriting these scaling terms as
a function of dl and considering also the scaling of the real space coordinates, we can
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approximate B as:
B ≈ −g2 (1 + 4dl − 2Dgdl)
∑
µ1,µ2,ν1,ν2=±1
∫
d2x′1d
2x′2
[
(1− µ1µ22DgC(x′1 − x′2)dl)µ1µ2eiµ1Φ2,−1,s(x
′
1)eiµ2Φ2,−1,s(x
′
2)+ (B.25)
(1− ν1ν22DgC(x′1 − x′2)dl) ν1ν2eiν1Φ2,+1,s(x
′
1)eiν2Φ2,+1,s(x
′
2)+ (B.26)(
1− µ1ν2
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
C(x′1 − x′2)dl
)
µ1ν2e
iµ1Φ2,−1,s(x′1)eiν2Φ2,+1,s(x
′
2)+
(B.27)(
1− ν1µ2
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
C(x′1 − x′2)dl
)
ν1µ2e
iν1Φ2,+1,s(x′1)eiµ2Φ2,−1,s(x
′
2)
]
.
(B.28)
We observe that, in this expression, the terms independent on the two-point correlation
functions (thus not proportional to the function C) coincide, as expected, with A2 in
(B.15) and they erase in Seff .
We can now write the second-order interaction terms of Seff :
SI,eff(ϕs) =A− 1
2
(B −A2) =
= (1 + 2dl − dlDg)SI(ϕs)− g
2dl
2
∑
µ1,µ2,ν1,ν2=±1
∫
d2x′1d
2x′2C(x
′
1 − x′2)
[
2Dge
iµ1Φ2,−1,s(x′1)eiµ2Φ2,−1,s(x
′
2) + 2Dge
iν1Φ2,+1,s(x′1)eiν2Φ2,+1,s(x
′
2)+ (B.29)
+
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
eiµ1Φ2,−1,s(x
′
1)eiν2Φ2,+1,s(x
′
2)
+
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
eiν1Φ2,+1,s(x
′
1)eiµ2Φ2,−1,s(x
′
2)
]
. (B.30)
Let us consider first the terms in line (B.29). It is helpful to distinguish the following
cases: (i) µ1 = µ2 and ν1 = ν2; (ii) µ1 = −µ2 and ν1 = −ν2.
In case (i) the resulting operators are vertex operators proportional to
exp [±i (ΦpC,pS(x′1) + ΦpC,pS(x′2))]. In this expression it is convenient to exploit the fact
that the function C is short ranged, such that we can distinguish a center of mass
coordinate and a relative coordinate. In particular, to evaluate the terms of the kind
(i), we may approximate C = cδ (x′1 − x′2) where c is a non-universal constant (following
[35, 46, 34], in the case of sharp cutoff, it can be expressed in term of integrals of the
Bessel function). A more refined discussion can be found in [45, 46]. These terms thus
generate interactions of the kind exp [±i (2ΦpC,pS(x′))] which are characterized by a large
scaling dimension, 4Dg, thus they are irrelevant and we neglect them.
In case (ii) instead, we obtain vertex operators of the difference of the fields Φ; they
are of the form:
−
∑
s=±1
exp [is (ΦpC,pS(x
′
1)− ΦpC,pS(x′2))] ≈ −2 cos (α∂xΦpC,pS(x)) ≈ −2 + α2(∂xΦpC,pS)2
(B.31)
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where we exploited C being short range and we introduced an effective non-universal
range α determined by C [35, 46]. We observe that, similarly to the sine-Gordon model,
the terms (B.31) contribute to the renormalization of the free action S0, thus of K and
v such that:
S0 → S0 +
∫
d2x′g2α2Dgdl
[
(∂xΦ2,−1)2 + (∂xΦ2,+1)2
]
. (B.32)
This additional kinetic term is not diagonal in ϕ and θ, and, in principle, this spoils
the possibility of separating the spin and charge degrees of freedom. This separation,
however, is violated only by the term in ∂xϕS∂xθC. To derive the flow of the Luttinger
parameters, we will neglect this violation and we will consider only the usual terms in
(∂xθ)
2 and (∂xϕ)
2.
Let us consider now, instead, the terms in line (B.30). Also in this case it is
convenient to distinguish the cases (i), with µ1 = ν2 and µ2 = ν1, and (ii), with
µ1 = −ν2 and µ2 = −ν1. Concerning case (i), when we consider the short range
constraint imposed by C, these terms generate operators like exp [±i (Φ2,−1 + Φ2,+1)]
whose scaling dimension is 2
(
1
KS
+ 4KC
)
. As before, we neglect these terms because
they are always irrelevant.
In case (ii), instead, by approximating C = γδ (x′1 − x′2), we obtain terms of the
kind:
− 2γ
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
) ∑
s=±1
exp [±i (Φ2,−1 − Φ2,+1)]
= −4γ
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
cos (2θ↑ − 2θ↓) ; (B.33)
here the additional minus sign comes from the Campbell-Baker-Haussdorf formula.
Therefore the h interaction term, with scaling dimension 2KS emerges, and it is relevant
for any KS < 1. This term coincides with a four body operator given by the product
of backscattering terms of the two spin species, as sketched in Fig. 1 of the main text.
The final expression for Seff becomes:
Seff = S0 +
∫
d2x′g2α2Dgdl
[
(∂xΦ2,−1)2 + (∂xΦ2,+1)2
]
+
+ gκ↑κ↓ (1 + 2dl −Dgdl)
∫
d2x′
[ ∑
µ,ν=±1
µeiµΦ2,−1 + νeiνΦ2,+1
]
+
+ 2γg2
(
4KC −KS + 1
KS
)
dl
∫
d2x′ cos (2θ↑ − 2θ↓) . (B.34)
Therefore, following the approach in [36, 35], to study the relevant terms of the
renormalization at second order, we must consider the following interaction part for
the Lagrangian:
LI =
∫
dx g
(
OL,R2,−1(x) +OL,R2,+1(x)
)
+
∫
dx h cos (2θ↑ − 2θ↓) (B.35)
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where g and h are coupling constants flowing with the renormalization scale l such that
they fulfill the RG equations:
dg
dl
= g
[
2− 2KC − KS
2
− 1
2KS
]
, (B.36)
dh
dl
= h (2− 2KS) + 4γg2
(
2KC − KS
2
+
1
2KS
)
, (B.37)
where the boundary conditions are given by g(l = 0) = Ω/(2pi) and h(l = 0) =
U
2pi2
+ V
pi2
cos 2kF (see Sec. Appendix C).
Besides these equations, it is possible to derive RG equations for the parameters K
and v from Eq. (B.32). Since we are mostly interested in the scaling of KS we consider
its behavior as a function of g2. From Eq. (B.32) we get:
K ′Sv
′
S = KSvS + 8pig
2α2
(
2KC +
KS
2
+
1
2KS
)
dl , (B.38)
v′S
K ′S
=
vS
KS
+ 8pig2α2
(
2KC +
KS
2
+
1
2KS
)
dl ; (B.39)
these equations imply:
dKS
dl
=
4pig2α2
vS
(
2KC +
KS
2
+
1
2KS
)(
1−K2S
)− 4pih2α2
vS
K3S (B.40)
where the second term is derived from the RG analysis of the h term, following, for
example, [34]. We observe that, if there exists a fixed point with finite values for g and
h, then the fixed value of KS in this fixed point would be K˜S < 1. To qualitatively
understand the behavior of the renormalization flow, we thus substitute the flowing KS
with its fixed point value K˜S < 1. Hence, neglecting the flow of KS, the solution of
(B.36) and (B.37) is:
g(l) ∝Ωe
(
2−2KC− K˜S2 − 12K˜S
)
l
, (B.41)
h(l) =(h(0) + β)e(2−2K˜S)l − βe
(
4− 1
K˜S
−4KC−K˜S
)
l
, (B.42)
with:
β =
4γg2(0)
(
2KC − KS2 + 12KS
)
4KC −KS + 1KS − 2
. (B.43)
If KC > 1− K˜S/4− 1/(4K˜S), then g flows to zero because its exponent is negative,
and our assumption on K˜S fails: we may expect that KS remains larger then one, driving
also h to zero.
If KC < 1 − K˜S/4 − 1/(4K˜S), the operators O become relevant. For K˜S < 1 we
must distinguish the following cases:
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• For KC > 12 − 14K˜S +
K˜S
4
, h grows faster than g2 and it is responsible for the opening
of a gap which may be estimated by considering h(l) ≈ 1 (in the energy scale of the
bandwidth). This is the case corresponding to the K = 8 resonance state analyzed
in the main text.
• For KC < 12 − 14K˜S +
K˜S
4
, h ∝ g2 asymptotically: in this case g reaches values of
order 1 faster than h. This corresponds to a regime where the operators O∈,±∞
dominate and the system may flow to a different fixed point.
Appendix C. Approximate evaluation of the boundary conditions for the
RG flow
The second order RG equations we found, Eqs. (B.36), (B.37) and (B.40), are supposed
to qualitatively describe the behavior of the scaling of g, h and KS for small values of Ω
and the interactions. Here we provide an approximate evaluation of their “bare” initial
conditions at l = 0.
The value of g(l = 0) is related to the non-universal coefficients αp which may be
introduced in the sum of the terms (A.4) which defines the fermionic operators on the
chain. In particular, g(0) = Ωαp=1αp=3/(2pi), and, for the sake of simplicity we impose
g(0) = Ω/(2pi) for the resonant case.
The initial conditions of h and KS instead, are strictly related to the repulsive
interactions in the system. We consider the following Hubbard and nearest-neighbor
interactions:
HUV =
∑
r
U
2
nr(nr − 1) + V nrnr+1 (C.1)
where nr = a
†
↑,ra↑,r + a
†
↓,ra↓,r is the total occupation of the site r of the chain. We can
translate this interaction by considering the first harmonic only in the definition of the
fermionic field. We obtain:
a†σ,raσ,r =
∂xθσ
pi
+
1
2pi
(
iei2kFr+2iθσ − ie−i2kFr−2iθσ) . (C.2)
Therefore:
Ua†↑,ra↑,ra
†
↓,ra↓,r → U
∂xθ↑∂xθ↓
pi2
+
U
2pi2
cos [2 (θ↑ − θ↓)]− U
2pi2
cos [2 (θ↑ + θ↓) + 4kFr] =
=
U
2pi2
[
(∂xθC)
2 − (∂xθS)2
]
+
U
2pi2
cos 2
√
2θS − U
2pi2
cos
(
2
√
2θC + 4kFr
)
(C.3)
where the umklapp term oscillating with 4kFr can be neglected for kF 6= pi/2, but it
can radically change the physics at half filling. The nearest neighbor interaction reads
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instead:
V nrnr+1 → 2V
pi2
(∂xθC)
2 +
[
V e−i2kF
4pi2
∑
σ,σ′
(
ei2(θσ(r)−θσ′ (r+1))
)
+ H.c
]
+ . . .
≈ 2V
pi2
(1− cos 2kF) (∂xθC)2 − V
pi2
cos 2kF(∂xθS)
2
+
√
2V
pi2
sin 2kF∂xθC +
V
pi2
cos 2kF cos 2
√
2θS + . . . (C.4)
where the dots label terms oscillating as 4kFr and the term linear in ∂xθC can be
neglected because it provides an overall energy which depends on the total number
of particles only. From the sum of Eqs. (C.3) and (C.4) we deduce:
h(l = 0) =
U
2pi2
+
V
pi2
cos 2kF , (C.5)
KS(l = 0) =
√
pivF
pivF − U − 2V cos 2kF > 1 , (C.6)
KC(l = 0) =
√
pivF
pivF + U + 4V (1− cos 2kF) < 1 (C.7)
with vF = 2 sin kF and kF < pi/4 for φ < pi at the resonance. These results, though, hold
only for U, V  pivF , thus they provide only a qualitative idea of the behavior towards
the strongly interacting regime.
Appendix D. The strongly paired phase
The interaction term h cos (2θ↑ − 2θ↓) has the effect of gapping the spin sector of the
chain. Therefore, to analyze its effect it is convenient to separate the gapped spin sector
from the gapless charge sector of the Hamiltonian (and we follow the approach in [15]).
The two sectors are mixed by the original g term of the Hamiltonian.
To study the spin sector, it is convenient to apply a canonical transformation and
redefine:
ϕ′S =
ϕS√
2
=
ϕ↑ − ϕ↓
2
, θ′S =
√
2θS = θ↑ − θ↓ , K ′S = 2KS . (D.1)
In this way the free term of the Hamiltonian of the spin sector remains of the same
form,
H0,s =
1
2pi
∫
dx vSK
′
S (∂xϕ
′
S)
2
+
vS
K ′S
(∂xθ
′
S)
2
, (D.2)
and the interaction term (B.33) becomes:
h cos (2θ↑ − 2θ↓) = h cos (2θ′S) . (D.3)
We can refermionize this sector of the Hamiltonian by defining the Dirac fermions:
χR/L = ei(ϕ
′
S±θ′S) , (D.4)
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such that the Hamiltonian of the spin sector, including the interaction h, becomes:
HS =
∫
dx ivS
(
χL†∂xχL − χR†∂xχR
)
+ imh
(
χR†χL − χL†χR) , (D.5)
with mh proportional to h.
Therefore the spin sector of the system is described by a free and massive Dirac
fermion; following the approach in [15] we can split the fields χR/L into pairs of Majorana
operators: χR/L = (γ
R/L
1 − iγR/L2 )/2 such that the Hamiltonian can be expressed as:
HS =
∫
dx
∑
j=1,2
[
i
vS
4
(
γLj ∂xγ
L
j − γRj ∂xγRj
)
+ i
mh
2
γRj γ
L
j
]
. (D.6)
These Majorana fields are gapped and their correlation function decays exponentially
with the distance like a Bessel function. We can consider an approximation of the kind:
〈γ(x)γ(y)〉 ≈ sign(x− y)e−m|x−y|. (D.7)
So far we discussed the gapped spin sector of the model, concerning the gapless
charge sector we may redefine a pair of dual fields as:
ϕ′C =
√
4KCϕC , θ
′
C =
θC√
4KC
, (D.8)
such that the two point correlation function reads:
〈ϕ′C(x)ϕ′C(y)〉 = −2 ln |x− y| . (D.9)
Based on these assumptions, we can assume that the original electron operators of
the model at the resonance are of the form
ψ(x) = γ(x)eiϕ
′
C(x) , (D.10)
where γ is a suitable linear combination of the gapped Majorana modes describing the
spin sector. By applying the usual analogy between CFT correlation functions and
wavefunctions of the system we may suppose that:
Ψ = 〈ψ(x1)ψ(x2) . . . ψ(xN)〉 ∝ Pf
[
sign(xj − xk)e−mh|xj−xk|
]∏
j<k
(xj − xk)2 , (D.11)
which constitutes a fermionic state at filling 1/2. We can rewrite this expression to
account more explicitly for the strong localization of the pairs given by the mass gap
mh. We consider the permutations P of the particles and we can approximate the
previous expression by:
Ψ ∝
∑
P
(−1)P
N/2∏
j=1
[
sign
(
xP (2j) − xP (2j−1)
)
e−mh|xP (2j)−xP (2j−1)|
]
N/2∏
j<k
(
xP (2j) + xP (2j−1)
2
− xP (2k) + xP (2k−1)
2
)8
(D.12)
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where (−1)P is the parity of the permutation P and we considered only the dependence
on the center of mass of each bosonic pair in the Laughlin-Jastrow factor. This reflects
the strong exponential localization of the pairs. This wavefunction describes indeed a
1D limit for a Laughlin state at filling 1/8 of bosonic molecules composed by pairs of
fermions [25], and it is often called the K = 8 state [26].
The main observable which detects the appearance of this strongly correlated state
is the chiral current. Numerically, we studied it as a function of the magnetic flux φ
close to the ν = 1/2 resonance. To give a qualitative description of its behavior we must
consider a situation in which we have a small displacement of the flux δφ = 4kF − φ
around φ = 4kF . In this case it is possible to correct the evaluation of the effective
action in Sec. Appendix A by considering Φ2,±1 → Φ2,±1 +δφx. This correction becomes
particularly important in the kinetic term in Eqs. (B.31,B.32). In particular Eq. (B.32)
results:
S0 +
∫
d2x′g2α2Dgdl
[
(∂xΦ2,−1 + δφ)2 + (∂xΦ2,+1 + δφ)2
]
=
S0 + 4
∫
d2x′g2α2Dgdl
[
(2∂xθC − ∂xϕS + δφ)2 + (∂xθS)2
]
. (D.13)
This contribution to the kinetic energy qualitatively justifies a behavior of the
expectation value of the chiral current proportional to:
〈jc〉 ∝ 〈∂xϕS〉 ∝ Dg (4kF − φ) . (D.14)
Appendix E. Correlation functions
Here we write the bosonization description of the correlations functions adopted in the
text. Let us start from the single-site operators and we approximate them using only
the first harmonic (p = p′ = 1):
a†↑,ra↓,r ∝ e−i
√
2(ϕS−θS)−iφr + e−i
√
2(ϕS+θS)−iφr + e−i
√
2(ϕS−θC)−iφr+i2kFr + e−i
√
2(ϕS+θC)−iφr−i2kFr ,
(E.1)
a†↑,ra
†
↓,r ∝ e−i
√
2(ϕC−θC)+i2kFr + e−i
√
2(ϕC+θC)−i2kFr + e−i
√
2(ϕC−θS) + e−i
√
2(ϕC+θS) , (E.2)
where we neglected the Klein factors as well. We approximate the two point correlation
functions by considering only the terms which depend on the relative distance r2 − r1:
Cs(r2 − r1) ∝
〈
ei
√
2(ϕS(r2)−ϕS(r1))
〉[
eiφ(r2−r1)
( ∑
µ,ν=±1
〈
ei
√
2(µθS(r1)+νθS(r2))
〉)
+
〈
ei(φ−2kF)(r2−r1)ei
√
2(θC(r1)−θC(r2)) + ei(φ+2kF)(r2−r1)e−i
√
2(θC(r1)−θC(r2))
〉]
−
〈
a†↑,r1a↓,r1
〉〈
a↑,r2a
†
↓,r2
〉
(E.3)
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In the integer resonance ϕS and θC are pinned to their semiclassical minima and their
contribution is erased by the single-site averages, whereas for ν = 1/2 the ϕS correlation
function is exponentially decaying because of the gap opened by the h term. We get:
Cs(r2 − r1) ∝

eiφ(r2−r1)|r2 − r1|−KS for ν = 1
e−mh|r2−r1|f(r2 − r1) for ν = 1/2
eiφ(r2−r1)
[|r2 − r1|−KS−1/KS
+ cos [2kF(r2 − r1)] |r2 − r1|−KC−1/KS
]
for ν 6= 1, 1/2
(E.4)
with f an algebraically decaying function. Here we considered the most relevant
contributions and we neglected higher harmonic terms. Concerning the pair correlation
functions we obtain:
Cp(r2 − r1) ∝
〈
ei
√
2(ϕC(r2)−ϕC(r1))
〉[〈
ei2kF(r2−r1)ei
√
2(θC(r2)−θC(r1)) + H.c.
〉
+
∑
µ,ν=±1
〈
ei
√
2(µθS(r1)+νθS(r2))
〉]
(E.5)
In the integer case the correlations of ϕC decay exponentially because of the gap opened
by Ω, therefore we get:
Cp(r2−r1) ∝

e−mΩ|r2−r1|g(r2 − r1) for ν = 1
|r2 − r1|−KS−1/KC + cos [2kF(r2 − r1)] |r2 − r1|−KC−1/KC for ν 6= 1, 1/2
|r2 − r1|−1/KC + cos [2kF(r2 − r1)] |r2 − r1|−KC−1/KC for ν = 1/2
(E.6)
where g is an algebraically decaying function.
Appendix F. Further numerical evidence of the ν = 1/2 phase
In the main text, we use the chiral current jc as a quantity to confirm the existence of a
gap at ν = 1/2. We observe that, in the data we present in Fig. 2, the downward peak
of the current seems to scale to zero with the size of the system. We claim, however, that
this is not a signal of the disappearance of the double-cusp pattern of the chiral current in
the thermodynamic limit; it is instead a discretization effect due to the limited number
of available points within the resonance in our numerical simulations, which depends
on the system size, combined with the flux quantization. Most of the observables of
the system, including the chiral current, display indeed an oscillating behavior as a
function of the flux φ with period 2pi/L. This makes it impossible to compare results
of fractional fluxes with results of integer ones, thus limiting the number of points
numerically available inside each resonance.
In particular, to compare systems with different φ, we choose to consider always an
integer number of fluxes in the full system. This determines that φ can be varied only by
steps of 2pi/L, and, for the system sizes available in our numerical simulations, we can
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obtain only two points in proximity of the double cusp pattern. Therefore depending on
how far or close these points are from the true position of the cusps, the numerical data
exhibit a larger or smaller discontinuity in jc. For this reason, any attempt of a finite
size extrapolation for the present data would not be rigorous: for different system sizes,
the current is measured at different positions in the 1/ν axis. Instead, the sign inversion
in proximity of the resonance (but sufficiently far from the cusps) show a much more
stable behavior, supporting our argumentation.
To confirm further our claim on the thermodynamic limit of jc, we would then
need to perform additional runs with longer chains until we reach one additional
point inside the resonant regime of the chiral current, which is beyond our present
computational capabilities. The observables we analyzed in the main text, including
central charge, oscillations in the entanglement entropy and pair correlation functions,
confirmed however our analytic predictions and can be considered an indirect proof that
the scaling of the system to larger sizes L is not detrimental for the measurement of the
chiral current. Here, we present additional data related to the 1/2 resonance; we show
properties of the one-body density matrix (OBDM) and the spectrum of Schmidt-values
which clearly indicate a phase transition at ν = 1/2 but are not directly linked to our
analytic results.
The off-diagonal elements of the OBDM %r,r′ = 〈a†rar′〉 are closely related to the
chiral current
jc = − 1
L
∂
∂φ
EGS =
it
2L
〈∑
r
σz
(
eiφ/2σza†rar+1 − e−iφ/2σza†r+1ar
)〉
(F.1)
= − t
L
Im
(〈∑
r
σze
iφσz/2a†rar+1
〉)
(F.2)
and % manifests two gaps in its eigenvalue spectrum at generic ν (see Fig. F1 (a)). We
find a large gap ∆1 and a small gap ∆2, both sensitive to the integer and the one-
half phases. The gap ∆1 (∆2) is the difference between the Nth (2Nth) and N + 1th
(2N+1th) eigenvalues. ∆1 at ν = 1/2 shows a finite-size scaling which is non-decreasing
and stable, supporting our claim for jc (see Fig. F1 (b)).
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Figure F1. (a) Eigenvalues of the one-body density matrix of the L/N = 156/72
simulation at Ω/t = 0.02 and U/t = V/t = 4 at ν = 1 (black square), ν = 18/23 (gray
triangle), ν = 1/2 (gray disk). (b) Gap ∆1 for L/N = 72/32 (blue square) 110/50 (red
triangle) and 156/72 (green disk), parameters of (a). The ∆1 gap increases significantly
in the integer resonance and at ν = 1/2 for all system sizes. The ∆2 gap, instead,
decreases in the integer resonance and at ν = 1/2. (c,d) The effects of ∆1/2 manifest
in Π(∆1/2) which are means of all eigenvalues in the two yellow colored boxes of (a).
The bond dimension used is 400.
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Figure F2. Central-site entanglement spectrum of L/N = 156/72 at Ω/t = 0.02,
U/t = V/t = 4 and bond dimension 400. Values larger than 6 are not displayed. In
case of ν = 1/2, we see a sudden change of the entanglement spectrum, similarly to
the two transitions of the ν = 1 resonance at ν = 6/5 and ν = 6/7. The peculiar
state at ν = 18/23 is subject of a finite-size effect, visible in all observables shown and
merging to the integer QH phase at the TL (moving kinks in Fig. F1 (b,c) and (d)).
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Appendix G. Error estimates and general remarks about the simulation
We use a maximum bond dimension of M = 600 for all three different system sizes.
As we discuss in the following, this bond dimension is sufficient to capture the physical
picture for the present system lengths. The distance of the two resonant phases as a
function of φ = Nφ
2pi
L
is proportional to the particle filling N , leading to ν(N) =
Nφ
2N
. At
the same time, the minimum accessible filling is restricted to νmin = N/L < 1/2 since
the energy is symmetric with respect to φ→ 2pi − φ. We decided to simulate densities
close to 1/2 to maximally separate ν = 1 from ν = 1/2 and at the same time keep
track of a few points before the mirroring point Nφ = L/2 (φ = pi). Since the accuracy
of the approximation depends on the length of the system, we restrict the following
investigation to the computationally most expensive setup of L = 156 sites.
We use the chiral current as signature of partial gaps which has been elaborated
in detail by many authors as cited in the main text. Only the upper triangular part of
%r,r′ has been used to calculate jc from Eq. (F.2).
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Figure G1. L/N = 156/72: In (a), we show the finite bond dimension scaling in
the full range of ν. To obtain an estimate for the extrapolation M → ∞ in (c), we
show in (b) two results of a linear fit jc/t
(
M−1
)
= aM−1 + b at ν = 1/2 (green line)
and ν = 36/73 (red line). Panel (c) shows the resulting extrapolation in the vicinity of
ν = 1/2. To notice the error bars of the extrapolation, we use a gray colored area. In
figure (d) we show the truncated probabilities for different bond dimension. All runs
for U = V = 4 in the main article have a discarded weight ∆ρ < 10−7.
To estimate the approximation error, it is most common to extrapolate the bond di-
mension M which restrics the number of states being kept in the MPS. It is equivalently
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Figure G2. Entanglement entropy versus chord distance ` for L/N = 156/72
for different filling factors ν. (a)-(c): We calculated the scaling of the entanglement
entropy by fitting the full data set. (d)-(f): to obtain the open boundary corrections
we substracted the central charge scaling. (g)-(i): the frequency spectrum of (d)-(f)
reveals two dominant contributions at 2 and 4kF . The contribution at 2kF is strongly
suppressed at the resonance, consistent with the emergence of a gap in the spin sector.
possible to extrapolate the truncation error, which quantifies the weight probability of
the wavefunction being truncated during the optimization process. For completeness,
we plot the truncated probabilities of all bond dimensions in Fig. G1 (d). As shown
in Fig. G1 (a) we observe a saturated scaling of the chiral current as a function of M
inside the linear ν = 1 region, whereas in case of ν = 1/2 the peaks increase with the
bond dimension. We show a paradigmatic extrapolation at ν = 1/2 and ν = 36/73 in
Fig. G1 (b) and zoom into the fractional resonance in (c).
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The entanglement entropy has been analyzed according to the thermodynamic
Calabrese-Cardy scaling as cited in the main text. When we eliminate this scaling
from the data, we obtain corrections caused by the boundary conditions. The frequency
spectrum of these oscillations yields two dominant contributions at 2kF and 4kF (see
Fig. G2 for three examples).
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